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Abstract 
The Malay society in Singapore has experienced change and modernization after the 
founding of Singapore by Sir Stamford Raffles in 1819. The Malays ceased to have a vital role in 
the island following the cession of Singapore in 1824 and slowly fall into the background. With 
no leader or authoritative figure, they had no choice but to meet up with the challenge and 
strive in existence with other races. 
In 1826, Singapore, together with Penang and Malacca were grouped together under 
the Straits Settlements and governed under the East India Company. The island attracted many 
merchants and traders worldwide due to its free trade policy started by Raffles. Commercial 
growth was extraordinary high but even so, the government could not make enough fortune 
to maintain the wellbeing of the island. With the expound of commerce, there were an influx 
of groups of people from neighbouring countries especially from China. Malays from the Malay 
Peninsular and neighbouring islands like Sumatra, Java, Bawean and Riau migrated to 
Singapore due to high job opportunities.  
Over the years, these groups of immigrants help to create the identity of the Malays in 
Singapore by living together in the same community, bound with the same religion, similar 
culture, tradition and language. Not forgetting the Jawi-Peranakan and Arabs who were also 
categorized in the Malayo/Muslim group in Singapore who became somewhat a figure leader 
among the Malays due to their contribution and role for the society and development of 
Singapore. 
This paper intends to discover the social condition of the Malays in Singapore under 
the rule of British in the periods of 1824 to 1941 before the Japanese Occupation. It will be 
using various sources of both primary and secondary resources to put the essence of this 
research to justice without the presence of prejudice and biasness.  
  









EARLY SETTLEMENTS BEFORE THE FOUNDING OF SINGAPORE  
There were already settlements on the island before Raffles and his crew came over. 
Temenggong Abdul Rahman, not to be confused with Tengku Abdul Rahman, whom later 
became Sultan Abdul Rahman moved to live in Singapore in the year 1811 due to conflicts with 
the Riau leadership. He brought with him his followers, consisting mostly of his family 
members who settled there, alongside with some Chinese agricultures and also the Orang Laut 
who were already settled by the time of their arrival.  
Some records said that the number of his people who went along was around one hundred 
and fifty people, not inclusive of the Chinese settlers and Orang Laut. One record said that the 
Temenggong has about forty eight ships with its crew of one thousand and two hundred and 
also followers around islands near Singapore. There are few other different accounts that 
stated different numbers of the early settlements before the coming of British. Munshi 
Abdullah reported that there were about four or five small huts near the area of Kampong 
Temenggong plus few more at the present Kampong Glam.  
H.T. Haughton published an interview he had with an Orang Laut who was present when 
Raffles arrived in Singapore in 1882. Wa Hakim said that there were about one hundred small 
huts near the house of the Kampong Temenggong and thirty Orang Laut families. This account 
showed the largest number of settlers so far and despite it all, no accurate figure can be 
attained to show the exact number of people who existed prior the founding of Singapore.  
These figures, collected from different backgrounds of people might have influenced on the 
outcome of their account. This is normal as different people will have different expression to 
relate what they know suitable to their current condition, position, knowledge level and to the 
people around them. 
The Orang Laut is said to be the original inhabitants of Singapore which originated from the 
Riau – Lingga Archipelago. Their appearance is somewhat resemble the Malays though their 
way of life is very much different. They mostly stay near where water is accessible and at times 
deep inside the wood. Not many accounts can be found on the settlement of the Chinese 
settlers. However, there are few notes on the agricultural development by them prior of the 
cession of Singapore. In a letter dated 1822, from Farquhar, the first Resident of Singapore 
wrote to Raffles that, “The first hill lying to the Northward of the Government Hill is that of 
Selligie which in clearing the country at the commencement of the establishment was found to 
be occupied on the western side by a Chinese planter who had formed a gambier plantation 
there.” 
 
THE ORANG LAUT 
The Orang Laut in the area of Singapore mostly came from the Riau – Lingga Archipelago. In 
the early 19th century, the Orang Laut was divided into different tribes. There are the Orang 
Suku Gelam, Orang Kallang, Orang Seletar and Orang Kallang Biduanda. The Orang Laut 
community has their own rank and hierarchy and are allocated different task for the Malay 
overlord whom they work for. The ties between the Orang Laut from the Riau – Lingga 
Archipelago and the Malay kingdom go way back during the days of Srivijaya. They play an 
important role to the ruler by not only being his army but also safeguarding their trading 
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activities and collecting wood produces for sell. This relationship is also sometimes extended 
by marriage which strengthens the loyalty and trust towards each other. 
It is the safeguard of the trading activities that many foreign traders categorize them as 
pirates. Their antiques for bringing more customers for the ruler were considered as piracy 
which frightened many. There are different views regarding this matter as what is deemed as 
an act of piracy to the Westerners are seen as an act of loyalty towards the ruler. Moreover, 
due to the increase of foreign activities local Malay rulers would have to top off their notch to 
maintain their influence and economic stability. This reason, lead to the increase of this so 
called “piracy”. This misunderstanding is resulted from the lack of knowledge between each 
other and the difference of culture between the two groups. 
Of the four tribes of Orang Laut found in Singapore, it is said the Orang Kallang who lived at 
the Kallang River is the most prominent topping the hierarchy. They are known to be equipped 
with fighting skills and usually employed as army, apart from providing sources of food to the 
people. This group is fierce and feared within the archipelago as they are also associated with 
the piracy attacks. Another group that is associated with the Kallang River is the Orang Kallang 
Biduanda. They are more tame, and do not interact with people due to their shyness. After the 
cession of Singapore, Temenggong Abdul Rahman moved those at the Kallang River to the 
Pulai River in Johor which resulted to the almost extinct of their tribe due to a smallpox 
epidemic in the 1840s. There were about one hundred families in the early 19th century but 
after the epidemic only eight families remained. 
The Orang Suku Gelam is more humble and also helps the Temenggong with supplies of fish 
and boatmen, bringing people across the river. They can be found at the Singapore River and 
are restricted in pillaging and slaughtering the crews when they are near to the shore. The 
Orang Seletar stays at the Seletar River and at times roams around the present Straits of Johor. 
They live on their boats, keep mostly to themselves and do not venture out to the open sea. 
They collect shellfish, crustaceans, wild jungle plants and animal for a living. In the 1840s, due 
to the increase of trading activities the Orang Seletar were relocated to different places like 
Tanjong Rhu and Telok Blangah which was known as a spot for piracy activities in the 1830s. 
John Crawfurd in 1823, described the Orang Laut as having “rough exterior, and their speech is 
awkward and uncouth”. He continued by saying that he sees very little difference between the 
Orang Laut and Malays as both adopted Islam. An interesting fact from his journal is that he 
said there were at least twenty tribes of Orang Laut, distinguished by their habitats. These 
could prove that there is much information regarding the Orang Laut community that is still 
unknown to the public.  
Another group of Orang Laut tribe that Crawfurd mentioned is the Orang Sallat (Selat). Tome 
Pires in Suma Oriental described the people of the Celates as dangerous people who roam the 
Archipelago savaging other villages and were hired in times of wars for their capabilities. Pires 
mentioned that the Celates is the Malay for sea robbers. Crawfurd too stated that the Orang 
Selat is notorious for their piracies.  
It is because their look alike features, that often The Malays and the Orang Laut are often 
mistaken as the same group. H.N. Ridley in his article, The Orang Laut of Singapore, mentioned 
of Finlayson’s account to Siam and Cochin China in 1821 that Finlayson had written a 
description about what is supposed to mean for the Orang Laut but was referred to as a lower 
class of Malays. Not much attention was given to the Orang Laut community. Those who had 
to move were forced to give way to development and expansion of the trading community. 
Natives from India were put to replace the Orang Laut at the Singapore River as boatmen. 
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Among those who settled at Tanjong Rhu remain there until the place was attacked during the 
Japanese Occupation. 
As time passes by, the Orang Laut community slowly begins to live within the Malay society 
and assimilated with them while some remain in their custom nature. Those who went 
through the changes grow together with the Malay society in the new phenomenon. Soon, 
they too were considered as a Malay having accustomed with their surrounding. This decision 
making took place due to them losing their source of income. Evolution is a natural process, 
and in this case it is standard for the Orang Laut community to try and adapt with the new 
changes happening in order to keep pace, either you are in or you are out. 
THE MALAYS 
The early Malays that were already in Singapore were the Temenggong’s followers. Records on 
their activities are scarce but small trading could have taken place. Singapore was usually a 
place for ships to get supplies on their journey before reaching the intended place. Natives 
from the present Malay Peninsula and Singapore used to roam freely between these two 
countries before this. There was no any direct border between them and even during the 
British Colonization, there were known as British Malaya through a different set of 
administrations of the Straits Settlements, The Federated Malay States and the Unfederated 
Malay States. Though they are under different organizations, they are all connected to each 
other under certain jurisdictions where British needs are. Economically wise mainly and also 
defense. 
After the founding, Malays from Penang and Malacca were invited to move to Singapore to 
enliven the population and because there was not enough food resources for everyone. 
Traders took this opportunity to mark up their price and make profit from the selling. Many 
who moved foreseen good future for them in this new environment. Unfortunately, that does 
not happen for some. The Malays did not get the opportunity to rise up above that well and 
were left in the corner giving way to foreign traders grabbing hold of the occasion. They were 
not able to compete with the skilled merchants from China who slowly replaced them. 
This happened not because they did not have the skills, as Malays too sailed around to do 
trading from countries to countries. Knowledge is there but what hampered them was perhaps 
the rapid transformation that Singapore underwent that they were not able to catch up and by 
the time they are slowly getting hold of it, it was too late. Slowly, they fade away and remain in 
the small agricultural sector. One other reason that contributed to this event might also come 
from the fact that not only Malays from the Malay Peninsula arrived, but also from all over the 
Malay Archipelago that were determined to start over and have a better life. They were ready 
to perform. 
Malays from Riau-Lingga Archipelago came after Sultan Hussein was coronated as the Sultan of 
Singapore. These consist of his followers and also people who wanted take the chance trading 
there due to its free trade policy. Immigrants from the Dutch East Indies especially from Java 
came piling in to escape harsh treatment from Dutch. There were also Baweans, Bugis, Banjar 
and Batak. Each of them later was absorbed into different sectors available from the industry 
to household. 
Before Singapore was ceded to British in 1824, the Malays were the owner of the island having 
their rights and justice. Based on the understanding reached by both parties, Singapore was 
under the jurisdiction of the Malay chief and that British was merely a settlement. It was under 
this view that Farquhar believed that the ownership of the land still belongs to the native 
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chiefs. This, also was the idea that had been playing in the minds of Sultan Hussein and 
Temenggong Abdul Rahman. Their aim was to revive back the old kingdom of Singapore to its 
past and having traders from all around the world to come trading.  
At first, both the native chiefs had equal rights with the Residents in terms of court 
jurisdictions. Every Monday morning at ten, there will be a meeting where all of the heads of 
each community were given the opportunity to express any problems or matter arises. No 
decision can be made without the approval by the three of them and each of the native chiefs 
was responsible for their own followers. Both followers were not tied to the British and 
maintained their freedom under their respective chief. 
Singapore continued to grow prior 1824 and became the hot spot for traders due to its free 
trade policy. Malays around the Malay Archipelago started to come in slowly and their 
presence soon collide with the original Malays. Now, before we move on, the Malays in this 
paper refers to the Malay/Muslim society which consists of the original Malay settlers and 
those who came from the Malay Archipelago after the founding of Singapore. This is because, 
even though they came from different backgrounds, they were regarded as one. Unless the 
name of the community is mentioned, it is suffice to know that that term Malay refers to the 
Malay society as a whole.  
In the 1860s, Arabs were starting to have prominent roles in the Malay society. With the lack 
of leader figures, they stepped in and contribute on their wellbeing. At this stage, Malays and 
Muslims are being regarded as being in one community. The Arabs were looked highly by the 
Malays mainly of their status being the descendants of the Prophet Muhammad SAW. Three 
families stood up, the Alkaff, Alsagoff and Aljunied. 
When Raffles first arrived in Singapore, the Temenggong and his followers were staying near 
Singapore River. The Malays who came settled either there or around Sultan Hussein’s at 
Kampong Glam. In 1820, there were about five thousand inhabitants of which three thousand 
were Malays and five to six hundreds Bugis. Braddell had also mentioned that in 1821, the 
number of Malays was four thousand seven hundred and twenty four. 
Of the immigrants that came from the Malay Archipelago, the Bugis were among the first to 
arrive. Majority came as traders and this is consistent with the fact that before the founding of 
Singapore, Riau was the ‘it’ port attended by traders under the Johor-Riau-Lingga kingdom. It 
hits few setbacks before the incident in 1784 and never really revived. When the Dutch came 
back to power in 1819 it threatened their position and control over Riau. As a resort, they 
came to Singapore to trade. They relied to Singapore as their haven to escape the Dutch 
authorities and did not try to take control over them. This is interesting as during that time, 
there was a dispute between Riau and Singapore with the coronation of Tengku Hussein as the 
Sultan. One possible reason could be that they were not prepared economically and of the 
British warfare technology. 
Up until the 1830s, the number of Bugis fleets anchored at the port were huge. After the 
opening of the Macassar as a free port in 1847, their numbers declined as they preferred 
heading there for trading purposes. In this period, Dutch, seeing that they will continue their 
losses with the rapid increase of Singapore decided to loosen their grip in order to win back 
trusts from the different states in the Dutch East Indies. While they were in Singapore, no arms 
were allowed to bring in to prevent fights. The Bugis was one of the important traders in 
Singapore having brought in products and spices from the Indonesian states desired by many. 
The irony since we know how their situation was during that time.  
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After Bugis, the Javanese were the ones who came in high numbers. Their reason was mainly 
to run away from the oppression suffered from the Dutch. Singapore gave them plenty of 
opportunities to start over plus security. Most of them came alone and with no intention of 
staying permanently in Singapore just like the others who came during the early nineteenth 
century. They work mostly with estate owners though there was difficulty in getting Javanese 
workers as they came to Singapore bonded with contracts to settle payments for their 
pilgrimage. This would mean that they will work for whomever they were signed for by the 
middlemen. These middlemen were the Arabs and Indonesian shaykh who acted as agents in 
bringing them in. 
Baweans were also brought in along with the Javanese. But unlike Bugis and Javanese, they 
came later. Together with the Javanese, they were favoured by employees especially during 
the labour shortage in the mid nineteenth century. Baweans are a close-knit group and will 
usually stay together at a shelter catered to them. The shelter will be led by a house head and 
he is responsible for the wellbeing of the recipients. In the early 1840s, many of them were 
employed as horse trainers being good sea fearers originally. When cars started showing their 
presence, they became drivers instead. They were deemed to be the most suitable for the job 
at the time. 
As most immigrants who came were males, some eventually stayed behind and married 
locally. During this process, integration happened. Having similar lifestyle and cultures, it is not 
impossible for assimilation to take path. 
Up until the 1840s, Malays were still the number one race in Singapore. This can be seen in 
Table 1. After that, the Chinese slowly takes away the spot when more and more of them were 
brought in due to jobs availability and also to cater to the needs of the people at the time. 
Table 1 
Percent Distribution of Population by Race 
1824-1931 
Year Chinese Malays Indians Others Total 
1824 31.0 60.2 7.1 1.7 100.0 
1830 39.4 45.9 11.5 3.2 100.0 
1836 45.9 41.9 9.9 2.6 100.0 
1849 52.9 32.2 11.9 3.0 100.0 
1871 56.8 27.1 11.9 4.0 100.0 
1891 67.1 19.7 8.8 4.3 100.0 
1911 72.4 13.8 9.2 4.7 100.0 
1931 75.1 11.7 9.1 4.2 100.0 
  
Trade in Singapore grew over the years attracting more people in. As we can see, Malays’ 
percentage decreased in the mid-1840s. This coincides with the timing of when Sultan Ali gave 
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full authority to Daeng Ibrahim over the rights of Johor. Unlike other Malay states, Singapore 
was leader less. The Malays had no leader figure that they can look up to after the ceding of 
Singapore to British. In a Malay society, a leader is important because he represents the 
people and the country. In the concept of ‘daulat’, he is regarded as being in the highest 
position to rule the people. He is somewhat ‘god-like’, respectable and responsible to the 
necessities of the people. It is possible that because Singapore is missing this element that the 
Malays tend to go to Malay Peninsular where the situation is more favourable for Malays. 
We cannot forget however the fact that most people including the Malays who came to 
Singapore did not had the intention to stay permanently. Singapore was only a temporary 
place for them to get some wealth and they will go back home after a while. Apart of gaining 
economy wealth, large groups of Muslims especially from the Indonesian Archipelago made 
Singapore their ticket to pilgrimage. They would come to Singapore by brokers and will spend 
few years working to settle off their debts. Of this group, some return to their homeland and 
some will remain on the island. A mind boggling puzzle is this, the island was expanding, more 
people are coming over but why does the number of Malays decreased?  
The ratio of sex between males and females in the early nineteenth century was wide, reason 
being that the males usually come by their own. Until 1859, the Chinese government did not 
allow their females to go out of the country to ensure the return of the males that went out to 
make money. Doing this would mean more control of the Chinese overseas. Even when the 
ban was lifted not many females from China migrated to Singapore to be with their men. For 
the Indians, many who were there were convicts transferred from the prison in Calcutta plus 
the first group of soldiers which came with Major Farquhar before the opening of Singapore. 
Many of them were men and there was a point of time where women convicts transferred 
were made as brides due to shortage of females. 
One theory to answer the decreasing figure of the Malays would be that the Malay immigrants 
were able to assimilate and adapt with the original Malays in Singapore. Men and women alike 
will marry a local and build families as Malays usually have a predominantly settled 
community. Regardless of whether they come to Singapore to make money or to go to Mecca, 
Malays have the tendency to go back to where their family is. Unless they are comfortable 
with the adapted place, they would usually stick with where they are from as in their nature.  
It could also be that despite the increasing number of immigrants coming in every year, the 
quantity of Chinese coming in is higher than other races. This can be due to the fact that life in 
the immigrants’ country was hard. China in the mid nineteenth century was facing hardship in 
maintaining life as the people had to deal with civil war, land hunger and the aftermath of the 
Opium War with Britain. The system of the Manchu Dynasty did not help with the 
improvements of life for the people. The Taiping Rebellion in the 1850s created many small 
organizations, one namely the Short Daggers Rebellion which were supported by the Hokkiens. 
During this rebellion, many of the rebels made Singapore their escapism. In 1853 to 1854 
around thirteen thousand Chinese immigrants arrived to Singapore of which many were 
dangerous men and refugees from the southern China’s civil war. 
As much as the surge increased of Chinese immigrants of such backgrounds to Singapore the 
British authority did not seem to mind as they can cover the labour needed for the expanding 
commercial success. Chinese immigrants who came in tend to turn to their own flock thus 
ending up working with them. This is as close to a family they would have in the foreign island. 
Only in later years where crime rates started rapidly increasing in regards with the Secret 
Societies, coolies’ trade and minor prostitutions that they decided to take actions. Few 
legislations such as the Dangerous Societies Suppression Ordinance was established in 1869, 
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Chinese Coolie Immigration Bill in 1873 and also an ordinance to regulate passenger ships in 
1871 which were released prior the establishment of the Chinese Protectorate in 1877 led by 
William Pickering. These legislations were all contributed to curb the activities of the Secret 
Societies pertaining the abusive coolie trade, excessive immigration of Chinese people, gang 
related activities and prostitutions of young females.  
Situation at Netherlands East Indies though harsh might not be as bad as how it is in China for 
them to be moving out of the country in large amount. This is because the Dutch control over 
the Netherlands East Indies spread outwards slowly with Java as its base. Aside from 
Singapore, the ‘foreign Malays’ have a choice of residing in the Malay Peninsula. 
The Britons and Dutch have been in each other’s’ way in their quest of expanding their 
territory since the eighteenth century and they only managed to reach an agreement in 1824. 
It is also on the same year that Singapore became British right. There were two agreements 
made on that year, one in March 1824 which is the Anglo-Dutch Treaty of London of which the 
Dutch ceded Malacca to Britain, withdrew objections to British occupation of Singapore and 
also to not have settlements in the Malay Peninsular while the British withdraw from any 
activities at the Netherlands East Indies. The second is the Treaty of Friendship and Alliance 
between the East India Company, Sultan Hussein and Temenggong Abdul Rahman in August 
1824, led by Crawfurd. 
1824 marked the starting of British official rule on Singapore and the impediment of the 
Singapore Malays’ ruling house. By the time the local chiefs realized what they had done, it 
was already too late to change it. Thus, gone were the ambitions of making Singapore a Malay 
kingdom with the ever growing entreport as was Malacca. 
LIFE UNDER BRITISH RULE 
There are three periods of rule in Singapore prior World War Two. 1819 to 1826, when 
Singapore was ceded to British, 1826 to 1867, under the rule of the East India Company and 
1867 to 1941, when Singapore was transferred to the direct account of the Crown Colony. 
Three sets of government, three sets of rule. 
At the time when Major William Farquhar was the resident, Singapore was just starting to 
build up and Raffles had left after few days of its opening. Though he had left Farquhar with 
instructions to run the island he did not provide him with the how to process. Money allocated 
to run Singapore was not much as the Company was still hesitating in keeping her and so 
Farquhar had to do what is necessary to manage the governing. Many of what was imposed 
clashed with Raffles principle which later caused a rift between the two friends.  
As Farquhar had spent time in Malacca and with the Malays, he has deep knowledge and 
understanding of their tradition. He allowed Sultan and Temenggong to request for gifts from 
ships arriving to the harbor but this was made voluntary on April 1820 by the Master 
Attendant. On June the same year, they requested that a fee on property accumulated by 
Chinese passengers back to China to be levied and after not receiving any replies Sultan 
Hussein arrested a nahkodah for allegedly not giving any presents to him. The European 
merchants went berserk and stated that his act can draw people away from Singapore. Like 
many who were there, these merchants do not know the first thing about the Malay tradition 
and most importantly, their history. Many of these people did not even investigate the reason 
behind the act. Their aim was to make money and they expected the locals to accept the 
current situation without the initiative to understand them as well.  
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Farquhar gave due credits to the local chiefs as the owner of the land and gave them 
allowance from taxes incurred starting in May 1820 for their help in police and judicial duties. 
During his reign, they still maintained their freedom and were not put under the laws of the 
Company. This, leads to them having the character of arrogance as they are allowed to what 
they want and will not be convicted. Among the main trouble makers during the early 
founding of Singapore were the followers of the Sultan and Temenggong. They carry weapons 
where ever they go and many were murdered along the path to Kampong Glam. There were 
no regulations and no actions were taken toward them which show lack of responsibility and 
charisma from the local chiefs which might induce their followers’ aggressive behaviour. They 
were always fighting with Malays from Malacca as they were envy of them. Raffles then 
proposed that only twelve of each followers are allowed to bring their keris along. 
After Farquhar was stripped off his duty, Raffles took over the residency and made changes to 
the administration. One that pretty much affected the Malays as mentioned above was the 
move from Singapore River to a two hundred acre land reserve three miles to the west of the 
town, along the coast between Tanjong Pagar and Telok Blangah which brings them further 
from the heart of the town which obviously was their planned. This would make it harder for 
the local chiefs to interfere and be aware of what is going on in the center. They will be out of 
the loop as we can say from any new developments and administrations which give more 
power and privacy for Raffles and his team of assembly to work on their projects. 
When Singapore fell under British, there were already steps taken to eliminate them from the 
governing of Singapore. Temenggong Abdul Rahman and his followers were told to move to 
Telok Blangah from the Singapore River to make way for the increasing traffic in the 
agreement made by Raffles and the two local chiefs in June 1823. In the agreement, the two 
local chiefs will also not be able to collect gifts from ships from China. For the governing of the 
Malays, aside from the matter relating to marriage, religion, culture and traditions of them, 
the others will be according to British law. The biggest blow would be that they did not have to 
attend to the meeting held every Monday, but if they wanted to come it would be as 
spectators. This, adds further to their already loss of power. 
After Raffles went back to Bencoolen, Crawfurd had in his mind the notion that he wants 
Singapore to solely be under British. Unlike Farquhar who has knowledge regarding how the 
Malays work, Crawfurd had none of it. Due to a conflict arising from the Yamtuan Muda in 
Riau, he was determined that the only way to solve this internal dispute is by making the 
island, British. He sent a letter to the Governor-General in India relating to him of his ideas and 
it was agreed that Crawfurd should make Singapore as British property. With that, he started 
pushing the local chiefs around by not paying their monthly allowance for three months. When 
the chiefs finally went to see him demanding for their payment he told them that they will only 
be paid if they agreed to transfer the rights of Singapore to British. With a heavy heart, they 
agreed and signed the agreement on the 7th of June 1824. With this, the ceding of Singapore is 
finalized. 
Under the agreement, the local chiefs do not have any rights on matters regarding the 
Singapore. Their followers would no longer have the special status and will receive the same 
treatment as others. All previous agreements made prior were over ruled with the present and 
no other agreement can be made without the Company’s consent. It was also stated that if 
they were to leave Singapore they would be given compensation for it. Neither leaves at first 
for they still have pride and the sake of their people and leaving Singapore would probably also 
means that they are an outcast since they cannot go back to the Indonesian Archipelago as 
they are not welcomed. Temenggong Abdul Rahman passed away in 1825 and based on 
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Hikayat Abdullah, Sultan Hussein moved to Malacca following his adopted son in 1834 and was 
buried there the next year. 
Crawfurd was also the first to make the official survey of those who were in Singapore. In 
January 1824, there were reportedly 10, 683 people with the composition of 4, 580 Malays, 3, 
317 Chinese, 74 Europeans, 16 Armenians, 15 Arabs, 756 Indians and 1, 925 Bugis. He still was 
not satisfied with the way how things are because the chiefs were still laying around 
Singapore. Even though the island was already under the East India Company he still feels that 
their presence indirectly means that they are still in power. To make the local chiefs move out 
of Singapore, he made their lives miserable.  
Amongst the reasons why Raffles had chosen John Crawfurd to become William Farquhar’s 
successor was because he finds the former being on the same page as him. Raffles was a 
supporter of the new group at the moment supporting the movement of Free Trade and also 
on the liberation of the humanity that started prior to the French Revolution. With this, he 
despised any acts of slavery and abused of them. Though Crawfurd was agreeable with him on 
free trade and the abolishment on slavery, he certainly was not big on education as will be 
discussed further in the next chapter. The new Resident also was not too keen of having the 
former Malay chiefs of the island around that he deliberately freed 27 slaves from Sultan 
Hussein’s compound who complained of ill treatments and on the following month bulldozed 
his compound. This act is one but a shallow one to make Crawfurd seemed like the bigger man. 
His actions however did not hamper the chief down until later which showed his courage and 
also bring about an embarrassment to the British administration. 
During his period from 1823 to 1826, he carried out several of Raffles’ instructions on matters 
relating to slavery, town planning, and commercial policy with delight. Crawfurd also obeyed 
his rule to not overspend on government expenses which he did by eliminating several 
positions, one which included Captain Flint, the master attendant. He also fired relatives of 
both Raffles and Farquhar on their respective positions. However, unlike his boss, Crawfurd did 
not have the same mind pertaining giving license to gambling as he said it is something that 
cannot be separated by the Chinese, Malays and Bugis. He further clarified that by allowing the 
gambling houses and cockpit to be opened it can help them gain revenue. Indeed, they did 
help to increase Singapore’s revenue rapidly in the mid-1820s. Raffles had laid down certain 
standards that he wanted of Singapore which were ‘beauty, regularity and cleanliness’ and 
this, Crawfurd enforced it dutifully. Or at least he tried. 
Singapore was put under the Straits Settlements Presidency together with Penang and 
Malacca in 1826. However, this only lasted for four years as the Company did not have the 
means to cover up their expenses. The Presidency was abolished and later they became a 
Residency dependent to the Presidency in Bengal. Deficits became a factor along the ruling 
under the Indian Presidency. Ironic as Singapore’s profit was increasing incredulously. 
Singapore grew with prosperity, so did the expenditures of which they do not have. Profit from 
their commercial success goes directly to those who are involved in it which excludes the 
government. Their revenue is only from the increased prosperity and increase population 
which included excise revenue, licenses and property taxes. She maintained to be a free port 
still. This prosperity however, attracted piracy activities. It grew rapidly that many ships were 
afraid to come trading to Singapore.  
Temenggong Abdul Rahman passed away in 1825 and his son, Daeng Ibrahim rose up in the 
1830s to lead the Malays in Telok Blangah. It was said that he was also directly involved with 
the piracy activities giving orders to the Orang Laut from the Riau-Lingga Archipelago to mess 
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with ships coming in their way as was with his father in the past. Pirates will usually sell the 
goods from the ships hijacked and this was made legal in the early years. Since Singapore did 
not have admiralty jurisdiction, pirates who were captured will be brought to Calcutta though 
what happens is that they will be thrown from the ship to die. Only when a royal naval sloop 
H.M.S was sent to work with the Company’s steamer against the pirates did they stop which 
was also an eye opener for Daeng Ibrahim.  
Malays from around the Peninsular and Singapore were concentrating mostly on fishing, 
wood-cutting and small scale farming. Javanese and Baweans were mostly employed to help in 
the agriculture sector by European landlords. Not much agriculture can be done in the early 
years unfortunately as Singapore was not as fertile as her neighbour in the Peninsula. One that 
proved to be productive in the beginning was the plantation of gambier.  
During the ruling under Indian supremacy, one major problem that affected the shaping of 
Singapore was that Calcultta has been treating the Straits Settlements as a part of continental 
India. This was unfair as there are multiple races living there unlike in India. Rules applied 
might not be appropriate for every race if not taken thorough observation. This is because 
majority of those who came to the island were immigrants with no intention to stay 
permanently.  
After Sultan Hussein passed away, his son Ali came back from Malacca to claim the throne in 
1840. Daeng Ibrahim, who is the son of the Temenggong at the time, was already somewhat 
influential in Singapore with connections from the European society and authorities. With 
attempts made by government to suppress piracy, Daeng Ibrahim decided to join in and 
became a pirate hunter himself of which he was awarded for his effort. This quick thinking and 
long term planning of his in return gave him many benefits which of course were one reason 
why he helped in the first place.  
In 1841, the Bendahara of Pahang had installed him as the Temenggong of Telok Blangah 
which was attended by Governor Bonham. It also gave new perception towards his band of 
followers who was always seen as mischievous and he gets to increase his prestige with the 
neighbouring Malay chiefs. He started to get his hands in selling gutta percha in the southern 
Malaya and Sumatra with Singapore as the center. The trading gives him more success than Ali 
at the time. Ali was given the opportunity to start of his own business but had rejected the 
offer which was no good for him as he incurred more debts to pay. He claimed that the 
allowance he is getting is not sufficient enough. The on-going battle between Ali and Daeng 
Ibrahim leads to the Treaty of Johor in 1855. In this treaty, Ali is recognized as Sultan Ali and 
Daeng Ibrahim is acknowledged as the ruler of Johor officially. Ali will also be given allowance 
from the state’s revenue. 
Daeng Ibrahim passed away in 1862 and his son, Abu Bakar is made the Temenggong. He 
transferred his center to Johor and tries to keep his administration in line with the British 
government to avoid misunderstandings. It is sad to say that the new royal family of Johor 
though still maintains contacts with the Europeans and Chinese in Singapore remained a 
stranger to the Malays. They did not play a role in the Malay society which ended the Malay 
chiefs’ political influence in Singapore. If Temenggong Abu Bakar were to take part in the lives 
of the Malays, positive changes could be done to increase their status. 
The Malays during this period were not involved with the governing and legislation of 
Singapore. No important roles were given to them. Priority was given to the Chinese as they 
were deemed to be more resourceful. They were given warm welcome despite the crimes 
committed by the Secret Societies. The Straits authorities and the Calcutta government did not 
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interfere with them as they possess no political threats. As violence grew more and more, 
judicial legislations were asked to be established to maintain peace but were rejected by 
Calcutta. Turnbull stated that throughout the period of Indian rule, there was a gap between 
the Chinese and British administration since the former was not interested to participate in 
any government matter. The Calcutta authorities were not too keen in imposing restrictive 
legislation to curb a community whim they considered to be ideal settlers, energetic, 
hardworking and self-reliant. 
The government had less contact in terms of politics and economic activities with the Malays 
compared to other races. For the authority, they were peaceful people with no prospect of 
bringing trouble what more since they did not have a leader figure to guide them. They 
refused to recognize and support chief priests and because they did not acknowledge of 
certain Islamic punishments it reduced the religious authority for the Malays. These actions 
only proved that the government was ignorant towards the Malay society. Everything was 
given on a careful basis so that they would not step over the heads of the authorities. The 
Chinese as early as 1837 had already a formal organization, The Singapore Chamber of 
Commerce which helps to monitor their trading movements.  
The majority of those staying in Singapore were not happy with how the Company is handling 
the administration. Merchants mostly were unsatisfied and petitioned for Singapore to be 
under the direction of the Colonial Office in London. These requests came mostly from 
Singapore because compared to Malacca and Penang their commercial status was far higher 
and at stakes the most. To cut expenditures, the Company had decided to not intervene on the 
affairs of the Malay states which disrupted trading industry because most of the produces 
were imported from the Malay states. In 1858, East India Company was disbanded and direct 
transfer to Colonial Office was officially made in 1867. 
By the time Singapore was under the Crown Colony, the Malays were third in rank behind 
Chinese and Indians. The hopes of those whom petitioned for the transfer could not be 
despairing enough as change did not come at the early of the colony. The Colonial Office did 
not introduce any new legislations and systems for a more manageable administration. Based 
on statistics, in the 1860 the population amounted to 81, 734 people. 
After the 1874 Treaty of Pangkor which officiated British influence in the Protectorate Malay 
States or Federated Malay States, more immigrants came through Singapore to the Malay 
Peninsula. Many immigrants came in to secure a job. Javanese immigrants apart from dealing 
with the Indonesian sheikhs, signed up with the Singapore Chinese Protectorate although they 
are mostly sent either to Borneo or outside Malaya. Within the last quarter of 19th century, 
Singapore rose as a hub for the Muslims as a place for pilgrimage and Islamic knowledge 
center. Students who want to study at the Middle East will go through Singapore. Indeed, it 
was a place where Muslims from all over the world would meet up and exchange ideas and 
knowledge which shows the evolution of the world. 
The Arabs were starting to play the figure leader amongst the Malay/Muslims society in 
Singapore. They contribute in building up mosques and religious schools for them. The Malays 
looked up to them as the descendants of Prophet Muhammad SAW. With this lead, slowly the 
Malays later begin to build up their strength which enables them to take charge back in the 
mid-1920s. Having Arabs as the figure leader also gives them some advantage as the Arabs are 
wealthy people and they are respected amongst the European and well to do merchant class. 
The same can also be said for the Jawi Peranakan community of which their major 
contribution would be the first press printing coming from the Malays/Muslims. Temenggong 
Abu Bakar officially became the ruler of Johor in 1885 and thus ended his family’s ties with 
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Singapore. As much as British wanted to exert more influence to the Malay chiefs at the 
Peninsular they did not manage to do that even with the placement of Resident.  
In 1881, there were around 22, 000 Malays coming from Sumatra and Malay Peninsula and 
around 11, 000 coming from Javanese, Baweans and Bugis. Many of them came either for 
work or for Mecca. Those who came for pilgrimage will work for a few years for their journey 
and for those who did not manage to save will stay permanently in Singapore. Foreign Malays 
prefer coming to Singapore for pilgrimage because it was less strict there compared to their 
homeland, controlled by Dutch. Even with the dramatic increase of Malays in Singapore, they 
remained behind the Chinese. Kahn reported that Malays who came to Singapore were highly 
mobile, coming in either to go work at the Peninsular or furthering religious studies. 
He discussed that Malays, after collided with the ‘new world’ introduced by the Western there 
are Malays who continues to explore a world that is different as were portrayed by nationalist 
narratives of courts, traditional kampongs, and colonialism. This new world paves way for the 
Malays to search for new commercial prosperity and religious studies which lead to the 
prospect of initiating an Islamic reform. This happens of course in the dispute between Kaum 
Tua and Kaum Muda in the years of 1920 – 1930.  
The Malay/Muslim community settled mostly at Kampong Glam, Kampong Malacca, Kampong 
Bencoolen and Telok Blangah. Towards the early 20th century, the increase of land values 
forced the Malays to seek cheaper place to live at and many later moved to the area of 
Geylang Serai. Those who still had the means to stay in town find it difficult to compete with 
the Chinese as most of them were either not educated or had received education at Malay 
vernacular school which was designed to maintain their standard status. Most of the Malays 
found employment as watchmen, drivers, gardeners, domestic servants or policemen. It was 
hard for the Malays to secure a good paying job since they were not given the opportunity. 
Malays were encouraged to go to school, they promoted the benefits of receiving knowledge 
which were not catered to them at the end of the day. Those who went ended up jobless 
because they did not meet with the required qualifications needed.  
Singapore was also a place where Malay chiefs from the Peninsular came for refuge after 
thrown out by British. Sultan Abu Bakar of Johor moved his place to Tanglin where the Chinese 
and Europeans were mostly living. Having the Malay chiefs around did not however made any 
impact to the Malays as they did not have much authority and power in a place governed by 
the very same people who had thrown them out of theirs. Arabs and Jawi Peranakan 
community took over this role, thanks largely to their wealth and networks.  
Jawi Peranakan were mostly English educated thus were able to secure jobs with the 
government and the Arabs with their skills for trading and commerce is comparable with 
Chinese and Europeans merchants. Because they can speak English and Malay, they were able 
to participate in the commercial community. Some were shopkeepers, many were notably in 
the area of journalism, teachers and clerk. 
The Arabs have been around for a long time as traders and mercenaries but only became 
prominent amongst the Malays within the last quarter of the 19th century. Those who came 
were mostly wealthy, educated and knowledgeable in Islam. The Arabs married local women 
and build families as females were not allowed to migrate. They keep close connections with 
home and will send their children to school there. Those who came from the intermarriage 
maintain everything Arab, from the dressing, to the Arabic language and also the titles of 
Sayyid or Shaykh. It is interesting to know that regardless of how influential they are, they 
cannot speak English. It is a sign to show their pride that they are better than the rest and it 
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can also be a sign of respect to their homeland. Three families stood up during the period, 
which were the Alkaffs, Alsagoffs and Aljunied. They controlled the mecca pilgrimage and 
inter-archipelago sailing-ships trade. They were charitable, contributing to religious feasts and 
events, building mosques and supporting hospitals and schools for the Malays. 
Socializing with the Chinese and Europeans to some extent influenced them. They established 
clubs and one of them are called the Persekutuan Islam Singapura (Muslim Association of 
Singapore) in 1900. These clubs are basically cultural related which focused on education, 
Malay custom and language. The wide portion of Malays during the time was more involved 
with sports clubs or entertainment of some sorts to have fun. This is where the gap between 
the upper and lower class of Malays lie. Even though they are supportive and concerned of the 
Malay situation as a whole, there was still resentment towards the lower class which is normal 
in every society. 
As time passes by, more and more Malays went to the Middle East to receive education. This 
group of students when they come back brought along with them new and idealist view on 
how Muslims should be. They were influenced with a new wave of thoughts that was evolving 
in Egypt introduced by Sheikh Mohd Abduh. They sought to bring reformation to the Muslims 
to betterment and improve their way of living while still being in line with Islam. In Singapore, 
this idea was spread a group of four students through the journal, Al Imam. This new ideology 
later caused a rift between the young men and ruler and traditional leaders.  
During the time when Straits Settlements were under the rule of the East India Company, 
there was no official law brought forward. However, the law of England was introduced to the 
settlement and it became the law of the land. There was no mention of native law. The Malays 
will be tried according to the England law when it comes to the administration of justice 
appropriate to the religions, manners and customs. Prior to this, in 1823 Raffles had states 
that, “In all cases regarding the ceremonies of religion and marriages, and the rules of 
inheritance, the laws and customs of the Malays will be respected, where they shall not be in 
contrary to reason, justice and harmony”. 
Under the Crown Colony, in 1880, a Mahomedan Marriage Ordinance was introduced for the 
registration of Muslim marriages and divorces. The governor of Singapore was also given the 
power to elect a religious officer (kathi) to officiate the marriage or divorce according to 
Islamic principles. This was big news which signifies that the British authority officially 
recognized the status of Muslim personal law within the colony. Having influential figure 
amongst the Arabs and Jawi Peranakan shed some light to the Malays. A Mahomedan and 
Hindu Endowment Board were established in 1905 which were to administer, manage and 
supervise endowments for both Muslims and Hindus.  
The board did not do much administration and its movement is still rather limited. Having 
these two ordinances around was not a win - win situation to the Malays. They were given 
rights over their religion but at the same time still tied to the grip of British. It is a way for the 
authority to maintain control over them and to make sure that they have just enough and not 
more ‘freedom’. This was not fair to the Malays as the Chinese and Indians have their own 
Advisory Boards considering that Indians were third highest of the total population. 
The Malays still did not have a body that represents them, a body that for “administrative 
structures which were set up to regulate, administrate and articulate activities for the Muslim 
community and they were also not represented by anyone in the government. The Indian 
Mutiny in 1915 broke the tension and led to the establishment of the Mohammedan Advisory 
Board. This action only proves that the government, after seeing the aftermath of what a 
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group of angry Muslims can do was starting to get alarmed. British authorities realized that 
they needed to have more contacts with the Malays, to know how they are getting by under 
their rule. The unfortunate Indian Mutiny showed them that a minority if work together could 
achieve great things. This is something that they cannot afford to have. 
Singapore was already the hub for Malays and Muslims alike. A lot of people were coming and 
out of Singapore and there were no immigration system at the time. Some came for 
pilgrimage, some for religion studies and others came to get a job. Unlike the Chinese, Malay 
immigrants rarely keep in contact with their homeland. With many people passing through 
exchanges of cultures, information and ideas are bound to happen. Especially with the Pan 
Islamic movement at the Middle East, young men were drawn towards the new ideology. This 
movement is bringing new waves of radical thinkers who are beginning to see that they 
deserve better from what the government is offering. To curb this ‘bargaining’ process from 
happening, British authorities need to act fast. 
The board was supposed to bring the Muslims together but it did just the opposite. Members 
of the board were chosen by the governor and they consisted mostly of Arabs and Jawi 
Peranakan descent which does not please the Malays who were the majority Muslims. They 
feel that they are not presented fairly and that they are not taken seriously by the 
government. This feeling of dissatisfaction leads to the rise of Malay nationalism in the 1920s. 
Intra ethnic rivalry became a serious problem. 
Malays started to request for leader positions and exerting influence amongst the community. 
With the increase and spread of knowledge, more Malays were getting educated and these 
same people began to challenge the upper class Muslims. They were trying to break free from 
Arabs and Jawi Peranakan dominance and wanted to be heard. Protests and movements from 
the Malays lead to the establishment of the first Malay organization in British Malaya, 
Kesatuan Melayu Singapura in 1926. Their efforts allowed Eunos Abdullah to be the first Malay 
representative in the Legislative Council of Straits Settlements. Had the British officials were to 
foreseen what their treatment towards the Malays would cause them they would have been 
more concerned.  
Malay nationalism in Singapore has always been marked by historians and scholars alike to rise 
up from the 1920 to 1930. They are gaining much attention and slowly being heard by the 
government. More provisions were given to avoid further chaos and to maintain peace not 
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